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Early Mars 
 
 
Schneck T. S.  

Mars Noachian [#3006] 
Solar physics models have suggested that short term solar outputs cause variations in solar luminosity. The 
magnetic dichroism or spin polarized light in iron , magnetite(Fe3O4), formed anerobically with the loss of 
carbon dioxide and oxidised in a redox reaction of iron. 
 

Arkani-Hamed J.    Boutin D.  
Polar Wander of Mars:  Evidence from Magnetic Anomalies [#3051] 
The pole positions determined from 16 magnetic anomalies indicate that the dipole core field axis was at 25 N. 
If the dipole core field coincided with the rotation axis of Mars at the time of magnetization the pole positions 
suggest that the axis of rotation of Mars has wandered by 65°. 
 

Foley C. N.    Wadhwa M.    Janney P. E.  
Tungsten Isotopic Compositions of the SNC Meteorites:  Further Implications for Early Differentiation  
History of Mars [#3163] 
Analyses of the W isotopic composition of a number of SNC meteorites are reported here. Results imply that 
the core of Mars formed within the first 13 m.y. of the birth of the solar system. 
 

Johnson C. L.    Phillips R. J.  
The Tharsis Region of Mars:  New Insights from Magnetic Field Observations [#3065] 
We focus on new constraints for the thermal evolution of the Tharsis region, provided by MGS magnetic  
field observations. 
 

Brandenburg J. E.  
Mars as the Parent Body for the CI Carbonaceous Chondrites:  Confirmation of Early Mars Biology [#3226] 
Mounting evidence suggests that CI Carbonaceaous Chondrites belong in the Mars meteorite family. They thus 
represent samples, like ALH84001, of the Noachian surface environment, and are rich in organic matter, 
suggesting a living environment. 
 

Cho J. Y-K.    Stewart S. T.  
Global Dispersion of Dust Following Impact Cratering Events on Mars [#3232] 
Using a shallow-water atmospheric dynamics model, we investigate the global dispersion of dust injected into 
the stratosphere following large impacts to study the spreading rates, dispersal extent, and the potential for 
climatic effects. 
 

Smrekar S. E.    Raymond C. A.    Dimitiou A.    McGill G. E.  
Constraints on the Evolution of the Dichotomy Boundary at 50–90E [#3264] 
Modeling of the gravity and magnetic data indicates that a thin layer of magnetized material occurs at or near 
the surface. Both the dichotomy boundary scarp and a buried fault marking a possible downdropped block have 
modified the magnetic field. 
 

Williams J.- P.    Nimmo F.  
Potassium in the Martian Core:  Implications for an Early Dynamo [#3279] 
The radioactive decay of 40K provides an extra source of energy to power an early dynamo; its short half-life 
(1.25 G.y.) ensures that the dynamo will stop early in the planet’s history. 
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